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Foreword
In this booklet you will find 48 posters prepared by around 60 students working at CEI.
Every Doctoral, Master and Undergraduate student makes a snapshot of the essence of
his/her current work.
Therefore, you have in your hands an overall picture of the R&D activities at CEI, from the
perspective of the students, at the specific date of April, 2015.

It is a rather complete vision of what we do, because students are involved in the every
R&D activity, in every project we develop. Power Electronics, Digital Systems, Power Quality
and Radio Engineering constitute the core knowledge of our Research.
The program is completed with the Plenary Session, which this year is dedicated to “A
senseable world”, and the Technical sessions on Friday morning, which include some invited
talks from friends and colleagues from Institutions that cooperate with the center.
We hope you enjoy it and find it valuable

José A. Cobos
Director of CEI

Centro de Electrónica Industrial (CEI) | Universidad Politécnica de Madrid | cei@upm.es | www.cei.upm.es
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Design methods for HW implementations of ANN
David Aledo
Summary Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have a huge potential of parallel processing that can be exploited by
hardware implementations. However, Ad-Hoc hardware solutions quickly become obsolete whereas software ones are
improved fast and take advantage of high level specialized tools. FPGA implementations seem to be a good solution
because they are flexible enough to allow fast development and have parallel processing capacities. This work
attempts to provide higher order of abstraction methods to design ANN in FPGAs.

About Artificial Neural Networks
Concept

Training

 Is an algorithm, that belongs to
Artificial Intelligence.
 Has the “intelligent” capability of
learning.
 Biologically inspired on a simple
model of our neurons.

Neuron model

…

…

+

…

…

…

IP core for Xilinx’s EDK in VHDL
VHDL coder are:
 Modular
 Full configurable.
Nº of inputs
Nº of neurons
Activation type
Precision

…

…

Nº of inputs
Nº of neurons
Activation type
Precision

…

…

Automatic Design Explorer with SystemC
SystemC

Explorer

 Is a C++ library to allow Hardware descriptions
 Is standard languaje for High-Level Synthesis (HLS)
 Allows complete descriptions of complex systems at different

This project is a collaboration with:

levels of abstraction using only one language.

…
…

…

Area

Latency

CONCLUSIONS
By increasing the level of abstraction is possible to improve the design time. It allows making changes easier and faster, while
the proposed tools will perform the low level optimizations automatically.

david.aledo@upm.es
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Adaptive Hardware Parallel Particle Filter
David P. Daza
Summary. Predictive systems are very useful when the future state of a system is sought in order to anticipate and to
react to a particular circumstance. If the system is non-linear, particle filters will be the best solution.
Many applications require real time performance, therefore a hardware implementation of the particle filters is the
key, moreover a parallel architecture could speed up the performance. In addition, an adaptive capability will be
included to allow the system adapt its behavior depending on the situation taking into account factors like precision,
consumption or real time requirements.

Particle Filter Overview

Start

Particle Filter is an estimation algorithm used to predict the future state of a system which changes over time.
1
1
 Based on Monte Carlo methods.
1
2
2
3
 Suitable for Non-linear systems with

3
3
2
Non-Gaussian noise.
 Use of particles (samples of the state)
and weights (certainty of this state).

5

4

5

Initialization

5

4
Update

Update

Estimate

4

Resampling

Parallel Particle Filter
Advantage

Initialization

Resampling

State of the art

Particle Filter is executed sequentially therefore:
 Just one particle is computed at one time.
 The computed time depends on the number of particles (N)

To obtain good results the modules must exchange
information or particles among them.

 To use K modules with N/K particles each one:

and the time until the first particle is computed (L).



Use each module as a “big particle”.

Weights of the PEs before resampling
PEs weights before
resampling

Bolic, Miodrag; Djuric, P.M.; Sangjin Hong, "Resampling
algorithms and architectures for distributed particle filters,"
IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, vol.53, no.7,
pp.2442,2450, July 2005

𝒕𝑮𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒂𝒍 = 𝟐 · 𝑵 + 𝑳 − 𝟏 · 𝑻𝑪𝑳𝑲

Using a Parallel Particle Filter:

W(1)

N(1) = 200

N(2) = 50

1

2

0.5

W(2)

0.125

W(3)

0.2625

W(4)

0.1125

Sum

1

3

4

N(3) = 105

N(4) = 45

N(k) = W(k)M



 Multiple particles are computed at one time.
 The computed time depends on the number of particles (N)

Yi Qiao Zhang; Sathyan, T.; Hedley, M.; Leong, P.H.W.;
Pasha, A., "Hardware efficient parallel particle filter for
tracking in wireless networks" 2012 IEEE 23rd International
Symposium on Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio
Communications (PIMRC), pp.1734,1739, 9-12 Sept. 2012

and the time until the first particle is computed (L) and the
number of parallel modules.

𝒕𝑮𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒍

Exchange particles among modules

 Use a specific resampling strategy as Independent

𝑵
= 𝟐 · + 𝑳 − 𝟏 · 𝑻𝑪𝑳𝑲
𝑲

Metropolis-Hastings
Lifeng Miao; Zhang, J.J.; Chakrabarti, C.; Papandreou-Suppappola, A., "A new parallel
implementation for particle filters and its application to adaptive waveform design," 2010 IEEE
Workshop on Signal Processing Systems (SIPS), pp.19,24, 6-8 Oct. 2010

Objective and Proposed Architecture
Main goal
Implement an adaptive hardware parallel particle filter
suitable for embedded applications which uses
different number of particles in each module.

Proposed architecture
N

N
4

N
4

N
4

N
4
N
2
N
8

N
16

N
16

N = Number of particles

CONCLUSIONS
I propose an adaptive hardware architecture for particle filters that could be a good approach to real time predictive systems due
to the versatility of its characteristics. This architecture will adapt itself taking into account different criteria for every particular
circumstance. An increasing in the performance of the parallel particle filter is expected, comparing it with the sequential version.

david.perez.daza@upm.es / cei@upm.es
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Cooperative learning model for a more
reliable embedded intelligent system
Mónica Villaverde
Summary. Adaptive systems are a very good solution for knowledge reutilization in different environments. This kind
of systems allows to adapt itself to environment changes due to the fact that learning is achieved at execution time.
The main idea of this work is to combine adaptation and cooperation in order to increase the system reliability
applying a particle filter to find an optimal weight combination. The output of the particle filter allows to weight
several solutions which will be managed by the cooperative model in order to provide a unique final system result. A
higher hit rate is expected by handling properly the solution set and the weights combination.

COOPERATIVE WEIGHTED MODEL

 Reference application: Object detection and identification.
 A cooperative model allows to consider more than one
interpretation of the same problem.
 Weighted procedures are a good solution to increase the system
reliability since they are able to give more importance to some
devices and leave others out.
 The influence of the environment and the context could be also
reduce using an appropriated cooperative weighted model.

PARTICLE FILTER
There are many ways to weight each individual solution and this work is focus on
finding a good equilibrium among all partial solutions giving an appropriated
weight combination by using the concepts of a particle filter.
NODE 1

 Each node weights all the identifications using its own particle filter

NODE 2

giving a weighted solution.
 Each particle represents a weight combination.
 The cooperative solution is considered as the real measure.

Application of the particle filter
 Particle evaluation. Valid particles selection using the cooperative solution.
 Particle generation. New particles generation: duplicate the “chosen” ones.
 Particle updating. Gaussian noise (dispersion) to avoid particle degradation.
 Particle selection. Mean of every particle values.
 Cooperative solution will be given by majority among the weighted solutions.

Results

NODE 3

Identification 1

Identification 2

• Initial weights

• A priori weights

• Cooperative result

• Cooperative result

• Weights modification

• Weights modification

Algorithm 1. Majority

…

Identification ‘n’
• A priori weights
• Cooperative result
• Weights modification

Algorithm 2. Global weighting

Initialization
(random)
Weight combination
for node 3
Weight combination
for node 2
Weight combination
for node 1

Algorithm 3. Conditioned weighting

Algorithm 4. Local weighting + Majority

Text

CONCLUSIONS
In spite of the particle filter converges, the system does not improve as expected. The reason is that learning is not specific for each
category (types of the identified objects). It means that the system learning evolves without considering categories and weight
modification is changing in a non-controlled way. Therefore, the solution could be that each node manages more than one particle
filter (one per category). In this case, the weight evolution will be different for each category and this allows to learn each one
independently achieving an appropriated weight combination for every case.

monica.villaverde@upm.es /cei@upm.es
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Suboptimum Class-E Amplifier for the S-Band
M. Patiño & M. Nicolás
Summary::High-efficiency power amplification techniques are currently a well-known research field. Design and
simulations for 10 watts high-efficiency power amplifier for the S-band are shown in this poster. This amplifier is
expected to be used in satellite communications working as RF power stage in a EER transmitter.
Switchmode RF amplifiers operating in suboptimum Class-E mode can be a solution for high-efficiency microwave
amplification when nominal Class-E is not possible. To prove this, Microwave Office simulations have been carried
out using a CGH40010F GaN HEMT model showing good drain efficiency results (80% @ 2.45 GHz) and more than 13
dB power gain over 600 MHz bandwidth.

SUBOPTIMUM CLASS-E OVERVIEW
Basic RF amplifier diagram

Nominal Class-E waveforms

 Nominal Class-E maximum operation frequency is limited

VDD



IDS

LP

+

VS

S

VDSpeak



+

COUT VDS

-

by transistor Cout and parasitic package effects.
ZVS and ZDS conditions at T/2 (D = 0.5) can not be satisfied
at high frequencies.
Drain efficiency degradation is unavoidable, but it can be
slightly improved by modifying the voltage and current
phase shift tuning the load network.
The achieved efficiency is similar to Class-F and Class-F-1
amplifiers.
Decreased VDSpeak voltage with respect to nominal Class-E.
Load requirements similar to nominal Class-E amplifier.

R

VDS

-

SWITCHING DEVICE

IDS
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LOAD NETWORK
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SUBOPTIMUM CLASS-E DESIGN AND SIMULATION
Microwave Office simulation results

Load network diagram
package plane

VDD

TL2

Switching device

TL4

CGH40010F from Cree, Inc.
Unmatched GaN HEMT.
DC to 6 GHz operation.
Maximum VDS = 84 V.
Typical PSAT = 13 W.

Load network design

+
VS
-

LPkg
S

TL1

COUT

LN1

LN3

R

LN2

Printed circuit board design

 High bandwidth reactance

68 mm
VGS

VDD

50 mm

compensation network.
 Microstrip technology over RO4350B
substrate from Rogers.
 LN3 is a quarter-wave microstrip line
that carries out the impedance
transformation and maintain a constant
load admittance angle.
 LN2 acts as parallel resonant tank that
contributes to achieve the reactance
compensation.

TLPkg

TL3







LOAD NETWORK
INPUT MATCHING
NETWORK

CONCLUSION
A high-efficiency S-band suboptimum Class-E power amplifier based on a packaged GaN HEMT has been designed in this
work. Simulations with the transistor model result in a 24% fractional bandwidth at the center operating frequency of
2450 MHz, with more than 13 dB power gain, 11 W output power and maximum PAE up to 77%. This demonstrates that
suboptimum Class-E can compete in efficiency with Class-F and Class-F-1 amplifiers but maintaining higher bandwidth
with a simple load network.
mopatigo@gmail.com - miguelng90@gmail.com / GIRA-CEI UPM
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Analysis and Optimization of Multilevel Envelope
Tracking Power Supply Based on Switching Capacitor
Qian Jin
Summary. In modern communication system, the power amplifier suffers low efficiency, therefore, it needs envelope
tracking (ET) power supply to reduce the power loss. A solution based on a multilevel converter in series with a linear
regulator is presented in this research. The switching capacitors converter and GaN device are adopted to eliminate
the necessity of bulky magnetic components for higher tracking bandwidth and better integration. Moreover, a precise
power loss model is implemented to analyze the contribution of every parameter for a higher overall efficiency. The
primary experiment result shows more than 90% overall efficiency.

Envelope Tracking Technique: Energy Saving for Power Amplifier
40W LTE Base Station Power Distribution

Envelope Tracking
Power Supply

DC input

Class AB

Useful RF output

DC/DC
Converter

Envelope
Detector

Output filters
Baseband

Doherty

Driver
DC/DC Converter

PA
(linear)

RF input
Coulpler

ET Modulator

ET

PA Transistor

RF output

•
•

0W

High power consumption
Low efficiency

100W

200W

300W

400W

500W

Energy saving for LTE networks and devices: The open ET
alliance. Available: http://www.nujira.com.

Envelope Tracking Technique

Adopt switching capacitor converter and GaN device to minimize system
size and improve overall efficiency
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CONCLUSIONS
To increase the efficiency of ET power supply, a novel multilevel solution based on switching capacitor is proposed,
which is capable of adjusting the voltage levels with different duty cycles. To obtain a higher overall efficiency, a
precise power loss model is implemented to optimize every parameter. And 0.4 duty cycle is proved to be the best
choice for 64QAM application. The primary experiment result shows a 93% efficiency at 1MHz tracking bandwidth.
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High efficiency linear EER amplifier for the L-Band
D. Tena
Summary. A high efficiency linear envelope elimination and restoration (EER) amplifier based on a mixed-mode
suboptimum Class-E / Class-A RF power amplifier, modulated by a multiphase converter and linearized by means of
combined digital predistortion (DPD) and a novel drive modulation technique (based on digital signal processing, DSP)
is shown.

PROPOSED EER ARCHITECTURE
 A novel drive modulation
technique are used to improve
the power gain, PAE and linearity.
 Amplifier works in a mixed-mode
suboptimum Class-E / Class-A.
 Envelope and phase signals are
generated by digital processing
techniques and the amplifier is
linearized by DPD.

MIXED-MODE OPERATION

IMPROVEMENTS
 High efficiency and high linearity
 Improving power gain and PAE
 More cost effective and flexible

TWO TONE TEST

MEASURES

 Pout = 47,85dBm
 ƞdrain = 70,5%
 PAE = 67,5%
 Gp = 13.9dB

CONCLUSION
A L-band mixed-mode suboptimum Class-E / Class-A high efficiency RF power amplifier has been shown. A novel drive
modulation technique based on DSP techniques has been used to increase the power gain, providing PAE performance
similar to conventional EER amplifiers but improving the linearity (equivalent or better than Class-AB amplifiers).
david.tena@upm.es/GIRA-CEI UPM
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BikeWatch: Don’t let the thieves take your bike!
Elena Castrillo – Tamara Canelo – Xaime Rivas
Summary: Bikewatch’s objective is to ensure the security of Bike users at ETSII. In order to do so, a device based on
Arduino has been developed. It reads an accelerometer signal and decides whether there is someone trying to steal
the bicycle or it is just the wind that is moving it. In case the device detects a thief, it sends a warning using the
Zigbee protocol to a server. This server updates the webpage and the APP in the user’s mobile to warn him about
the robbery. The server and the webpage are implemented using a Raspberry Pi.

BikeWatch
System Integration
This device goes within the
bicycle. Its main task is to
decide whether the bicycle
is being stolen or not.

Arduino
device

APP

Raspberry Pi
Server

WEB

Zigbee

Arduino device

When the bicycle’s device detects
a thief it sends a warning to the
Raspberry. The raspberry updates
the webpage and the APP
sending the user a notification.

Users
can
check the state
of their bike
both in the APP
and in the
webpage.

Algorithm calibration
The algorithm to detect if the bicycle is being robbed or not has been calibrated with Matlab. Here are some pictures of the
experiments.


This is the prototype that was used for calibration

Text



This is the relative variation of the signal

The first step to calibrate the algorithm was
to chart the accelerometer signal and see if
there was any difference between someone
trying to steal our bike, the wind or a
punctual movement, for example someone
leaving his bike near ours.
After some experiments, a filter was
developed that would only detect a strong
signal followed by a constant movement.
Once tested, the algorithm has proven to be
a success at discerning a real robbery and a
false alarm.

CONCLUSIONS
Bikewatch is a project born out of the necessity of keeping safe the bicycles in the ETSII, since bike theft is a
frequent problem at the ETSII. Bikewatch is devoted to the promotion of the bicycle as a sustainable mean of
transportation. With the introduction of Bikewatch system, it is expected to increase the percentage of bicycle users
in ETSII and, consequently, contribute to the reduction of pollution associated to transportation in the area.
www.bikewatch.esy.es/UPM
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MAPPI
J.M. Indave; J.J. Balcázar; Daniel Herrero
Mappi is an intelligent system for indoor guidance in buildings. You can use this system by an
android application on your smartphone. This application allows you to use it in three different
ways: view the entire map of the building, know exactly where you are and generate the
shortest path from your location to the selected destination. To use this system you must be
connected to a low energy bluetooth beacon which are placed in strategic places of the
building.

USER INTERFACE
The app has been designed for an intuitive

Texto

Bolo2

This is an example of how Mappi shows
the map of ETSII

interaction with the user.
On the top of the screen you can know if you are
connected to a beacon.
Users can look up to the map of the building without
being connected to any beacon.
You can choose your destination by writing the name
of the person, department or facility on an textbox
(which has an autocomplete function developed).

BEACON GRID
Beacons use a low energy bluetooth connection with

Bluetooth Beacon used in Mappi

the smartphone.
They have a sophisticated design which reduce the
visual impact and, at the same time, catch people
curiosity.
The initial position is fixed by knowing the specific
Beacon to which the user is connected.
Beacons have been located in busier areas to help
people to use Mappi.

INFORMATION FLOW

Beacons location

The smartphone sends the initial position and the

Origin

Origin + Destination

chosen destination to the cloud.
The server installed in the Raspberry Pi translates the
message sent, creates the map with the chosen route
and returns to the mobile the URL in which the image
has just been upload.
Finally, the smartphone shows the image created.
If the image was previously created, the server
doesn’t generate another one.

CONCLUSIONS
This system will improve the accessibility of a building. In this case, it has been developed for achieve the goal of
transform the ETSII from a classical facility to a new technological university. Mappi solves a real necessity in our
university, allowing students and visitors to quickly locate departments and services by an innovative technique.

josemi.indave@gmail.com/Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
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ETSII POCKET
Irene Muñoz, David Blanco, Mario Prieto
Summary: The main point of this project is to develop a system which can provide information about the number of
free seats at the Etsii Library. This information can be consulted from a personal computer, tablet or smartphone
connected to Internet. For the development of this system, several technologies have been used such as Arduino +
Xbee Module, data base management and website programming. Each of these packages integrally works in order
to refresh the data about the occupation in real time.. Text

Is there any place in the University library? Check it from your phone
CONCEPTUAL MAP

Each one of the library seats has a node which receives information about its occupation. This information is sent to
a PC using Wi-Fi signals. The computer gets all the data and uploads it to our database. Different devices with
internet connection can access to that information using the internet browser or our android app. Thus, each user
can know if there’re free places at the library.

TOOLS & FUNCTIONALITY

Get the information
using a button
• This information is sent to the
coordinator node from the
router nodes (each seat
configures a router node).
• This coordinator node uses
serial port for communicating
with the PC.

Organize the
information
• For managing it, it is used
Matlab and MySQL.
• The final information is
uploaded to a data base
on a web server.

Website and
Android
Application!!

Text

CONCLUSIONS
Despite this system hasn’t been tested yet, likely it will be well accepted among the stakeholders (students, library
personnel and even the UPM itself).
Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenieros Industriales
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Smart Chalkholder

Let your professor take your notes in class
César Castañares, Carlos Giménez, Javier Vázquez
Summary. Educational innovation is required to follow the social and technological progress, nevertheless
Education is not one of the most evolved sectors in this way. Nowadays, conventional blackboards are normally
used and current alternatives are expensive and impractical. Classes digitalization will enhance students’
attention and efficiency in education. With the Smart Chalkholder, students will receive teacher’s notes in their
portable devices in real-time.

IDENTIFICATION AND COMMUNICATION
IMU-based processing
A 9-axis IMU is used to detect the path followed by the hand.
Once data has been acquired an algorithm running in a
microprocessor will be able to predict the trajectory.
After that, the goal will be the identification of what it has been
drawing. It means that the Smart Chalkholder will be able not
only to draw the path, but also to convert it in a Word project.

 Sending of slightly processed information to a
Laptop, Smartphone or Tablet.
 Graphic computation to display the strokes made
 Reduction of working time and consumption
 Real-time modification of the slides

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
Future work
 Minimization
Reduction in size, consumption and weight for a
comfortable handling device

 Step by step
Future functionalities will allow to monitor the steps
followed in a lesson explanation, i.e. drawing class

 All-in-one
Integration of a laser pointer and a slide presenter

 Other Characteristics
Audio recording,
air writing
Text

CONCLUSIONS
Having professor’s notes directly in your Laptop, Smartphone or Table makes easier following the class, paying
more attention and getting a better performance. This device implement a very known, easy to use, low-cost and
environmental-friendly technology. The goals and characteristics of this project make of Smart Chalkholder an
attractive and easy-tradable product.
c.castanares@alumnos.upm.es, c.gimenezr@alumnos.upm.es, javier.vazquez.antolin@alumnos.upm.es
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SPIN: Smart Pedal System
Ingenia 2015
Summary. The main purpose of this project is to encourage sustainable and clean energy sources. SPIN: Smart Pedal
System makes use of always available human energy to charge electronic devices as mobiles and laptops.

How does it work?
SPIN main Components:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stationary Bicycle
Electric Generator
Rectifier
Rechargeable battery
280W Inverter
Microcontroller
Bluetooth 4.0

● User Interface
● Velocity and power sensing
system
● 220V and USB 5V Plugs
● Webpage
● Android and iOS App
● Up to 100W LEDs
● Relays

Promoting sport and sustainability
Apps

Web page
Android
iOS

CONCLUSIONS
Thanks to SPIN:

Text in a healthy way, producing green energy while doing sport
☑ You can help saving the environment
☑ You can charge your phone, tablet or laptop wherever you need it, even in places where there’s no electrical supply
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Modeling and simulation of Power
Converters
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Simulation of grid-supporting power converter
operating as a voltage source
Luis Carlos Fernández

Summary. This project studies the control and operation of an ac microgrid by a grid-supporting power converter
operating as a voltage source. This converter regulates its output voltage to keep the value of the grid's frequency
and voltage amplitude close to their rated values, while at the same time delivering proper values of active and
reactive power to contribute to the regulation of frequency and voltage.

System architecture
The power converter is controlled emulating the behavior of an ac
voltage source which is connected to the grid through a link impedance.

In such a control scheme, the active and reactive power delivered by
the power converter is a function of the ac grid voltage, the ac voltage
of the emulated voltage source, and the link impedance.
The link impedance in this power converter is a virtual component,
emulated within the current control loop.

MAIN STRUCTURE
Through Park's transformation, voltage and current
on the grid is measured and the grid's power is
calculated.
With these values, the system calculates the
frequency and voltage amplitude required to
generate the voltage of the emulated voltage source
that would deliver the required active and reactive
power.

SIMULATION RESULTS

 The system is
able to follow
commands of
frequency and
active power.
 The

program requires
values of :







Voltage amplitude
Current amplitude
Frequency
Power
Phase difference

CONCLUSIONS
In this early stage of the project, it is shown the capability of the software to achieve the regulation target of an ac
microgrid in frequency and active power. From here on, it would be required to regulate voltage amplitude and
reactive power, introduce the link impedance and in due course, simulate the program in an inverter controller
board to test it in real conditions.
luis_carlos_lycos@hotmail.com /CEI-UPM
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Physical Modeling and Optimization of a GaN HEMT
design with a Field Plate Structure for HF Application
Dejana Čučak
Summary In this work, physical modeling of a GaN HEMT with a field plate structure is proposed, with the objective of
providing the connection between the physical design parameters of the device and on-resistance together with
parasitic capacitances. In this way, it is possible to optimize the design of a switching device for a particular application,
which in our case is a high frequency DC DC converter for Envelope Tracking and Envelope Elimination and Restoration
techniques. The obtained physical model was implemented in a simulation model of a high frequency buck converter
and verified by the prototype at 7, 15 and 20MHz of switching frequency. Comparing to the measured efficiency
curves, simulation results showed good agreement, especially in the low power range at high switching frequency.
Methodology for determination of Id (Vds, Vgs)
and Ciss (Vds), Coss(Vds) and Crss(Vds)

Work motivation - Device Design Optimization
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CONCLUSIONS
 Fully analytical physical model for output
characteristics and parasitic capacitances of a
GaN HEMT with a field plate was obtained

 Implementation of the model showed
simulation results that highly correspond to the
measured efficiency curves of a high frequency buck
converter, even at low output power and
high switching frequency

Application verification
The highest error of 40%
is found in the fringing
area where the capacitance
values have order of pF

Estimated efficiency 38.6%
Measured efficiency 38.2%

This provides the possibility for further device design optimization for high frequency application!

dejana.cucak@upm.es / CEI
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A FEA based non-linear magnetic core
model for circuit simulation Fermín A. Holguín
Summary . Accurate simulations are crucial in the design process of any power electronics application. Since the nonlinearities of the components and materials can have a great impact in the overall performance of the final application,
accurate models, that include such non-linearities, should be used in order to have reliable simulations. As the real
characteristics of materials can be defined in Finite Element Analysis (FEA) tools, a non-linear simulable core model,
based in FEA results, can be obtained. With such model, that takes into account the non-linear behavior of the material
and the effects of the core’s geometry, the electrical parameters in the magnetic component, such as the core loss
according to the actual working conditions, can be accurately simulated helping to achieve a more reliable design.

Extracting the non-linear model from FEA simulations
Non-linear
equivalent circuit

From the specifications,
Design
the component is
Core
modeled in FEA. All the
Material
non-linearities are
Frequency
defined in the
properties of the
Magnetic
magnetic material
component’s
design
Then, all the parameters are
fitted in the selected circuit
based on a new model in order
to use it in simulations

Post Process
(Recalculate
Parameters)
Calculate
loss (nonsinusoidal)

The component is
simulated again in FEA
for the definition of the
loss parameters

Calculate
parameters

Accurate loss
estimation
As the model includes all
geometrical effects and the
non-linear behavior, the loss
may be accurately predicted
directly from simulations.

Reliable results
Since the model will
accurately predict the
electrical behavior in the
actual application, the
reliability of the simulation is
enhanced.

FEA

Non-linear
analysis
(sinusoidal)

FEA

ADVANTAGES

Post
process

Save time
Help to achieve a more
efficient design
process and to reduce
the respective design
time.

The component is
simulated and the nonlinear magnetic
parameters are extracted

CONCLUSIONS
A non-linear simulable model for magnetic cores based on FEA will be developed. This model will allow both the
accurate simulation of the electrical parameters of the magnetic component and the precise estimation, directly from
simulations, of the magnetic core loss according to the actual working conditions determined by the application. Since
the model is obtained from FEA simulations the effect of the geometry in some important parameters, such as local
saturations in the magnetic core, is also included.
fermin.holguin@upm.es/CEI-UPM
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PwrSoC. Inductor Modeling
Álvaro Morena Berodas
Is it possible to miniaturize even more electronic devices? Where are the limits? Transistors size has followed
Moore’s Law but, could be possible to design magnetics components integrated on chip?
In today’s world, the size of many electronic devices is limited by the size of these converters DC-DC and
inductors. In many cases, multiple converters are needed, which means that size of these devices increases. It
represents a huge roadblock in development of electronic. Avoiding this roadblock enables the replacement of low
efficiency inductors by high efficiency converters improving overall efficiency of the device and its control.
In today’s world, the size of many electronic devices is limited by the size of these converters DC-DC and inductors.
Coupled
inductor
modeling
and
optimization
In, multiple converters a
by high efficiency c and its control.
ext

Design and optimization
Two different topologies are used to model the coupled inductors. A
single layer inductor and a multiple layer inductor. The central core
topology depend on the lateral inductors.

The model technique considers each part of the device separately.
Firstly the central transformer core is designed. Then, considering the
parameters fixed on this stage, the lateral inductors are modeled and
its losses are evaluated. Finally, the non-cored part of windings is
analysed. Throughout the modeling process, device losses are
optimized in order to obtain the inductor with the best behavior

CONCLUSIONS
The equations used to design these integrated devices can be used to model inductors on a huge range of sizes.
Regarding inductance estimated values, analytic equations have a similar result than real and desired value.
Nevertheless, devices losses estimation can be only used for DC behavior and frequencies until 20MHz. Above
this limit, calculation error cannot be ignored and device behavior cannot be predicted by this way.ters a
a.morena@alumnos.upm.es/CEI-UPM
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Modeling EMI filter components
Juan Carlos Ramos Martínez
Summary: In power electronics, EMI filters are based on passive elements. The inductors and capacitors frequency
features may be much different from ideal design when operating a high frequency. A equivalent circuit model for
capacitors and inductors is proposed together with its parameter extraction procedure. This procedure is based on
impedance measurements. . Text

EMI filter Components
Modeling of Capacitors
We have used many capacitor technologies and many different equivalent circuits in the range of 10Hz- 110 MHz

 Film 15 nF

 Electrolytic 10 µF

 Ceramic 4.7nF

Modeling of Differential and Common Mode Inductors
We have used two different inductors in the range of 40 Hz- 110MHz. The equivalent circuit we will use is a triple parallel
RLC. We can adjust the parameters in two different ways.

 Using a different parallel for each resonance peak

 Using a curve fitting technique based on matlab tools

CONCLUSIONS
 There is not a unique network valid for all technologies
 These models can be used to estimate the actual performance of EMI filters taking into account the parasitics

jc_ramar@hotmail.com
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Energy-Based switches losses model for the
optimization of PwrSoC buck converter
V. Šviković
Summary: Current trends in automotive industry impose as main drivers the improvement of the efficiency and the miniaturization of the
electronic systems. New technologies for passives enable the integration of inductor based power converter together with the load in a single
chip. Due to the complexity of the system and various constraints, multi-variable optimization needs to be employed. This study presents an
energy-based piece-wise linear model for switches losses estimation for 40 nm automotive approved semiconductor technology used for
implementation of PwrSoC buck converter system. The model is based on discrete number of calculations performed with Spice simulations.
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PPMOStotal

0.4926

1.0661

0.5808

0

PPMOSdrv

0.2485

1.1638

0.3561
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1.5711
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0.2763
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0

vGS

iSD
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100
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50

0
100

150

200

250
300
IOUT [mA]

350

400

PTOTAL
PPMOStotal
PPMOSdrv
PNMOStotal
PNMOSdrv

errAVRREL [%] errMAXREL [%]
1.2524
4.4331
0.3603
1.4011
0.2681
1.9397
1.33
3.5414
0.3421
3.0578

σREL [%]
1.8998
0.5074
0.5423
1.8655
0.8126

CONCLUSIONS
 Simple Energy based mathematical model
 The model is built using finite number of discrete simulations

 The simulations are computationally exhaustive but performed once on simple
 Relatively high accuracy σ = 2.12 mW for 60 mW t0 600 mW output power range
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45 kW Three-Phase Active Rectifier For High
Efficiency Aircraft Application
Uroš Borović
Summary In Aircraft applications, there has been an increasing trend related with More Electric Aircraft (MEA),
which results in rapid rise in the electrical power demand on-board. Moreover, the equipment normally is required
to comply with military standard due to harsh environmental operating conditions. This poster presents a 45 kW
Three-Phase Boost Rectifier as a possible solution for aircraft applications. The input voltage is defined as 115 Vac
while output voltage is at 450 Vdc. The rectifier is then cascaded with a DC/DC converter to provide final 270 Vdc
value with required dynamic response.

The Three-phase Boost Rectifier
Control board

Topology Schematic






Inductors

Bidirectional converter
Operates at no load
Soft Start-up required
High input current quality
Compensates large amount of reactive power

Soft Start-up Procedure

Phase voltage

IGBTs
The Prototype

Power Load Step 0 -> 2 kW

Bode Plot Measurement

Output Voltage

Output voltage

Theory
Measurement

Input Currents
Phase current

Text

CONCLUSIONS
The presented topology shows good compliance with required specifications. The main advantages are no load
operation, high input current quality and good dynamic response. The disadvantages are susceptibility to shoot
through fault, need for soft start circuitry and presence of hard switching. The main goal of the future work lies in
achieving stable operation at higher power levels.
uros.borovic@upm.es/Centro de Electrónica Industrial
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SiC makes possible a current‐fed push‐pull with power factor
correction as a single stage ac to dc driver for HB‐LEDs

I. Castro, A. Vázquez, M. Arias, D.G. Lamar and J. Sebastián
Summary: The current‐fed push‐pull converter is a propitious alternative to more complex LED driving architectures
with several stages with natural Power Factor Correction (PFC) when it is working in Boundary Conduction Mode
(BCM). Thanks to Silicon Carbide (SiC) devices it could be possible to include full dimming in the driver with the only
drawback of dealing with a complex transformer and an electrolytic capacitor. A prototype has been designed for
120W with and output voltage of 150 V showing unexpected results due to the transformer parasitic components.

Description
Advantages
A single stage for LED driving with
Natural PFC in BCM
Galvanic isolation
Full LED dimming
Easy current sensing through current
transformer
Two switches referred to ground

Drawbacks
Complex transformer with four windings

AC

Mandatory to reduce leakage inductance

Necessity of a protection feeding to output
Secondary winding in the main inductor

FPGA

Zero Current Detector

Experimental results and resonant analysis
Low frequency resonance occurs due
to high parasitics in the transformer

IIN

Input capacitances and leakage between
primary and secondary create a resonant net

VDS

N1 : N2 LLK3
LIN

Second peak @ 750V

Peak @ 1kV

“Low” resonant frecuency

CP1
CP2
LLK4

AC

2

r 

Idiode

False detection

N 
LIN  LLK 3  1 
 N2 
2

 N1  
LIN CP 2   LLK 1  2 LLK 3 
 

N2  




Lower resonant freq. by
increasing CP1 and CP2

CONCLUSIONS
The transformer design for these specifications is not trivial, making its parasitic components a major limitation
when working with this converter. At the moment work is done to use the parasitic components to define a
resonant converter. It is still unclear and it might not be feasible to develop an AC/DC current‐fed push‐pull
converter.
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Standby implementation in a boost power factor
corrector

K. Martín, P.F. Miaja, D.G. Lamar, J. Sebastián, S. Álvarez

Summary: Current energy efficiency norms for switched AC/DC power supplies enforce maximum standby power
consumption as low as 0.5 W. When a boost Power Factor Corrector (PFC boost) is used as the front‐end, the sensing
circuits required for the correct converter regulation may consume even more than the allowed limit. In that
situation, complying with the norms requires disconnecting the converter from the AC mains. A series thyristor is
used so it can withstand the high inrush current during output capacitor precharging.

Challenges
High count of sensing circuits
Power consumption
Difficult to disconnect

QP

No standby function on analog control chip
High inrush current
Disconnection device should withstand it

Ai

Low power logic circuit
Low current from AC mains
Low current for device activation

Av

Vref

Fig. 1. Required sensing circuits in a multiplier controlled PFC boost
(blue) and series thyristor (red)

Low cost power supply

Solutions

Disconnection from AC with series thyristor

Delayed supply circuit

High peak current, low cost device
Simple latching

CMOS latch directly fed from rectified AC
CMOS implies low power consumption
Pulse from digital control triggers standby

Latch threshold supply voltage: 3.3V
Not enough for proper transistor activation
Delay circuit ensures delayed startup with
7V on Vcc_log

Vcc_log.

Vcc_log.

18 Ω

220 nF

220 kΩ
1 MΩ

QP

S1

Q1
CD4044BC

100 kΩ
R1

EN

Vcc_log.

100 nF
Reset
Text

Fig. 2. Standby disconnection, thyristor activation circuit and delayed supply circuit

CONCLUSIONS
A low cost, <0.5 W standby mode is successfully implemented by fully disconnecting the power supply from the AC
mains with a thyristor and a CMOS latch. This solution fits most topologies as it withstands high inrush current and
completely disconnects the sensing circuits. The CMOS latch is the only cause of power consumption when the
standby is activated.
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Three-Phase Buck Rectifier for Aircraft
Application with Variable Line Frequency
U. Borović & R. Ramos
Summary Clean Sky is the most ambitious aeronautical research programme ever launched in Europe. Its mission is
to develop breakthrough technologies to significantly increase the environmental performances of airplanes and air
transport. The goal of this project is to develop a 10kW three-phase buck type rectifier
with variable line frequency for applications in future More Electric Aircrafts.

Architecture
Three Phase Buck-Type Rectifier

EMI filter

Specification

New damping network

 Input

Voltage: 230V RMS phase to neutral point
 Main frequency: 400Hz
 Nominal Bus Voltage (Vo):400V
 Rated output power: 10kW
 Military derating 30%
 Frequency range 360-800Hz
 PF: 0,95 as minimum
 THD: Each harmonic has an individual limit

 Based

on the R-C parallel damping with an
additional inductor to reduce the losses
 The inductor only conducts the low
frequency harmonics and the damping
resistor conducts the high frequency
harmonics.

Simulation Results
Steady state

Power steps

Line frequency steps

I_A I_B I_C

I_A I_B I_C

I_A I_B I_C Va Vb Vc

Vout

Vout

5%

<1%
freq

Pout

800Hz

5kW
360Hz

THD=1%

Semiconductors
FW Diode

Series Diode

SDP30S120

STTH6010

3D model
MOSFET
SCT30N120

Efficiency
98 %

Text

CONCLUSIONS
A three-phase buck-type PFC rectifier was designed with estimated 98% efficiency suitable for supplying 400V
dc distribution systems. A new damping network has been proposed to reduce the damping resistor’s losses.
Selected modulation strategy is current Space Vector Modulation (SVM).
uros.borovic@upm.es regina.ramos@upm.es
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Three-Phase Buck-Type Rectifier with Very Demanding Load Steps

R. Ramos J.Pérez
Summary. This research belongs to MORE-CARE II project which is a cooperation between INDRA and CEI. The main
objective of this cooperation is to demonstrate a new concept of power supply. The architecture is a three-phase bucktype rectifier connected to a 115VAC and 400Hz three-phase grid and its main purpose is the power supply to a DC/DC
converter.
This project aims to demonstrate that a more electric aircraft is possible, exchanging
pneumatic, hydraulic and mechanical by electric systems.

Power System Architecture
System Specifications
 Input Voltage: 115V RMS phase to neutral point
 Main frequency: 400Hz
 Nominal Bus Voltage(Vo): 200 V
 Range of Bus Voltage (Vo): 180V to 250 V
 Rated output power: 13 kW
 Comply with MIL-STD-704F
 Military derating
 Switching Frequency externally synchronized
 Galvanic isolation

Power Architecture

Control Strategy


THD Protection

A slow-bandwidth control loop
has been proposed to make the
rectifier demand smooth power
from the generator during high
load steps.

Operating simulation

Low and high pass filter


This gain fix the THD limit

Input
Comparator Output
Low Pass Filter RMS
High Pass Filter RMS

THD ≤ THDlimit




Fundamental frequency and
harmonics are compared

Protection
disconnect circuit
when THD>36%

CONCLUSIONS
An architecture of 7 distributed channels has been selected to obtain the highest efficiency and power factor. To meet high
load steps a slow control has been developed. The rectifier is protected by a THD tester, which disconnects the circuit if total
harmonic distortion exceed the limit. Low and high pass filter are designed to differentiate clearly fundamental frequency and
harmonics using Chebyshev fourth order filters.
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Isolated Single-Stage Three-Phase Full-Bridge with
Current Injection Path PFC Rectifier for Aircraft
Application
Sisi Zhao
Summary Nowadays there has been an important increase of electric equipment in modern aircraft which leads to a
rising demand of electrical power. This highlights the necessity of efficient, reliable and high energy density power
converters which rectify three-phase 115Vac to 270Vdc for power distribution. This work presents an isolated singlestage PWM rectifier with the integration of a current injection path and a full-bridge topology (IS2FBCIP PFC Rectifier).
The operating principle and modulation method are presented. Simulation results are shown to validate the
functionality of the topology. The advantages of the proposed rectifier are the relatively low number of switching
components, low implementation effort and its ZVS feature which leads to a high overall efficiency.. Text

Proposed Topology

Design Specifications

Operating Principle & Modulation Method

Simulation Results

Buck-Type
Rectifier
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CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a new isolated single-stage three-phase full-bridge with current injection path PFC rectifier
(IS2FBCIP PFC Rectifier). The IS2FBCIP PFC Rectifier features an indirect matrix type converter, which is basically an
integration of three-phase diode bridge with current injection path and a full-bridge stage without the presence of the
bulky intermediate energy storage capacitor. The major advantages of the IS2FBCIP PFC Rectifier are the relatively low
number of switching components, low implementation effort and its ZVS feature which leads to a high overall
efficiency.
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Technological challenges in the development of a Solid State
Transformer based on Modular Multilevel Converters using cells
with power injection capability
A. Rodríguez, M. Arias, J. Sebastián, M. López, A. Zapico and F. Briz.
Summary: The Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) is a DC-AC electronic power converter suitable for HVDC
applications, thanks to its modularity and to the symmetrical design of the cells. In conventional MMCs the net
power balance of the cell is equal to zero. However, the cells of the MMC can be modified to provide the capability
to transfer power. Cells with power transfer capability can be used to connect the medium/high voltage DC and AC
ports intrinsic to the MMC, with low voltage DC/AC ports, the power transfer among ports being realized at the cell
level. This results in multiport power converters, including solid state transformers (SST).

MMC with power injection capability
Control and modulation strategies developed for MMC are aimed to
balance the power transfer between the AC and DC ports and to
balance the cell capacitor voltages.
The power balance for each
cell is zero. The power at
the AC and DC sides of the
Schematic representation of
MMC is equal.
a conventional MMC. Cells
The MMC can be modified
using half-bridges for the
Conventional cell with a capacitor in the DC
case of a three-phase MMC to transfer power at the cell link. Cell with power transfer capability using a
level.
current source or using a DAB

Solid State Transformer

HV-to-LV transformation can be obtained by
the serialization/parallelization of DBAs in
HV/LV sides. The DABs could be symmetric,
with a ratio 1:1. This would allow using the
same power devices in both sides.
HV-DC, HV-AC, and LV-AC ports are shown (a
LV-DC port also exists). The power transferred
by the DABs needs to be equal to the active
power of the AC port in the LV side.
Detailed MMC cell
and DAB, including
sensors and control
signals to/from drivers

Multiport power converter
with and MMC in the HV
side and a conventional
AC/DC power converter in
the LV side

Main challenges:
- Control of the MMC with power injection capability.
- High isolation transformer of the DAB.
- Auxiliary power supply for the control of each cell.
- Control of the full SST (great number of devices). Partially
distributed control is selected.
- SiC devices to increase the voltage of the cell.

CONCLUSIONS
Multiport power converters based on MMC topologies are proposed to develop a SST. The proposed concept can
connect high voltage and low voltage DC ports and AC ports, providing therefore the functionalities of a SST.
Isolation is provided by DABs through a modular structure. A distributed control, composed by a central control
using a high performance Zynq device, local controls using a low cost Spartan FPGA and a TosNet protocol for the
communication, has been shown to be a viable solution, meeting the control requirements.
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45kW Full Bridge Converter with Discontinuous Primary
Current for High Efficiency Aircraft Application
Yann E. Bouvier
Summary.. There is a strong tendency in aircraft designs towards a More Electrical Aircraft (MEA). Airborne converters
need to have a high efficiency and power density. This poster shows the design of a 45kW full bridge with a triangular
discontinuous current and the issues with the integration of components to achieve such power density. This topology
achieve soft switching in almost all transition and only has one magnetic component if it is possible to integrate the
leakage of the transformer as the inductor. material that enables high magnetic flux density.

Topology Overview
Input Voltage

450 V

Output Voltage

270 V

Output Power

45 kW

Temperature Range

-55°C to +85°C

Switching Frequency

10 kHz





Only one hard
switching per
high side device



Only one hard switching per high
side device

Integration of
magnetics



Antiparallel diode conducts the
negative part of the current.

Magnetic Component Integration




The integration of the inductor in the leakage
inductance of the transformer can lead to
additional losses and transformer design
becomes problematic and the cooling needed
is higher because of higher losses
Adding leakage inductance creates bigger H
fields in the window, leading to a pronounced
proximity effect in the windings. The core
losses are also increased because of
orthogonal field in the core, which is
nanocrystalline material, this orthogonal field
is creating Eddy current and increasing
losses.

A snubber has been designed to manage the voltages spikes that
happens at low power when transformer’s magnetizing current is small.





A new transformer with Litzwire is now
being designed, with high interleaving
in order decrease the amount of
losses.
Losses are estimated to decrease
from 250W to 120W at full load
(45kW). However there is the need for
an external inductor in order to
manage the same inductance in
series for the topology.

Input capacitors

Prototype

Diodes
Output capacitors

IGBT modules

2 x APTLGT400A608G (Microsemi)

Transformer core

2 x T60102-L2157-W159

Diodes modules

2 x MEA300-06DA (Ixys)

Output Capacitor

EPCOS B32778 - 10 x 110 µF

Liquid cooling

IGBT

Aluminum heat-sink
Water at 10°C

Transformer

Liquid cooling

CONCLUSIONS
The discontinuous current full-bridge is a valid solution for a demanding airborne application. However, the integration of
components has to be analyzed in order to achieve the maximum power density possible.
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Series Input-Parallel Output 10kW converter based on Series Resonant
Dual Active Bridge topology for High Efficiency Aircraft Application
Yann E. Bouvier & Ángel Martínez
Summary. There is a strong tendency in aircraft designs towards a More Electrical Aircraft (MEA). Airborne converters
need to have high efficiency and power density. This posters shows the design of a 10kW isolated converter with a
series resonant tank in order to have soft transitions in all of the devices. This project is a collaboration with Airbus and
Indra in the AIR (Aircraft Isolated Rectifier) project

Topology Overview



Input Voltage

400 V

Output Voltage

28 V

Output Power

10 kW

Resonant / Switching Frequency

10 kHz

S1 S4



S2 S3

Soft switching is achieved in all transition
with the help of the resonant current
shape.
The series input parallel output double
transformer configuration allows for more
transistors in parallel without driving
problems. Also each transformer turns
ratio is decrease by half from 14:1 to 7:1
making the design easier.

Primary Bridge
Resonant Tank



Duty cycle is fixed at 50% so the output
voltage is not regulated. The rectifier is
then in charge of the regulation of this
system.

Resonance

Transformers

In order for the topology to work properly, the current
need to be resonant at the right frequency. This
frequency is defined by the values of the resonant
inductor and capacitor.
However, the quality of the resonance is highly
dependent on the parasitics of the components and
also the overall resistance that is causing damping.

Transformers are made with a
mix of copper pletinas in
parallel for secondary for the
high amount of currents and
Litz-wire for primary in order to
minimize
high
frequency
effects.

Transformers
Secondary Bridges

Switching Devices
 IPW65R037C6 is a MOSFET of
Coolmos technology. The Voltage
rating is 650V in order to take
into account the derating.

 IPB100N04S2L-036

is
a
MOSFET of Optimos technology.
The Voltage rating is 40V.

The core is made of two
nanocrystalline U shape cores
stacked in a E shape.

Resonant Inductor

To achieve a better quality factor
the value of the inductor was
increased to 6µH.

𝑸=

𝟏
𝑹

Resonant Capacitor
External resonant inductor
is
needed
because
instead of using the
transformer leakage in
order to improve the
quality
factor
as
explained.

𝑳
𝑪

The quality factor is also dependent on the resistance
of the components. Secondary component are critical
in this matter because of the 14:1 turns ratio. This
problem is solved by putting more in parallel with the
two output bridge topology.

The external inductor was
designed with a toroidal
powder core and Litz-wire.

Resonant capacitor are in series in
the topology so they handle a high
amount of current.
For this, two types of capacitors were
chosen for test, film capacitors and
ceramic capacitors.
Film capacitors are better at handling
the current but ceramic are better for
the power density.

Prototype
Primary MOSFET

96W

Secondary MOSFET

80 W x 2

Transformers

25 W x 2

Resonant Inductor

10 W

Resonant Capacitor

3W

Output Capacitor

4Wx2

Input Capacitors

0,2 W

Text

LR = 6 µH
CR = 420 nF

η = 96.8%

CONCLUSIONS
The Series Resonant Dual Active Bridge converter is a valid solution for an isolated airborne application, it uses the resonance to
achieve soft switching in the devices and decrease the amount of losses in the system, this allows for the increase of the switching
frequency and the optimization of the magnetic components. The estimated efficiency has been calculated at 96.8%.
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Isolated Swiss-Forward Rectifier
for Aircraft Applications
Marcelo Silva
Summary. This work presents a new isolated single-stage PWM rectifier system based on the recently presented Swiss
rectifier topology providing the isolation by replacing a buck with a forward converter. The principle of operation and a
new modulation technique which compensates the reactive power generated by the input filter at light load maximizing
the power factor are discussed. Furthermore, analytical equations for stresses in semiconductor useful for the system
optimization are derived. The proposed topology and modulation technique are experimentally validated on a 3.3kW
115Vac to 270Vdc prototype demonstrator.

Text

CONCLUSIONS
This work presents an isolated single-stage three phase rectifier based on the Swiss Rectifier suitable in application with
a tight input/output voltage range. Besides the benefit of the isolation itself, the transformer allows scaling up or down
the output voltage of the rectifier maximizing the applicability of the concept. This work presents a new isolated singlestage PWM rectifier system based on the recently presented Swiss
marcelo.silva@upm.es/CEI_UPM
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HVDC back-to-back converter based on MMC
Jesús Maañón and Nicolás Alonso
Abstract. Some of the challenges HVDC networks have to overcome in order to become a feasible reality include
multiterminal network regulation and the need of a reliable HVDC circuit breaker. A Back-to-Back converter based on
MMC can be used as both a link between HVDC networks and a circuit breaker.t
AC grid
DC power
Flow link

 Power flow regulator

DC grid

 Fast response
 DC circuit breaker capability
MMC leg stack. Available at
www.siemens.com/energy energy/hvdcplusAnswers

MMC topology
Main Features







Low THD
Easily redundant
More complex control
Circulating current
Capacitor voltage






Full or half-bridge
Full acts as CB
Driving challenges
Control challenges
with a high number
of cells

Control
Main control scheme
 DQ control
 Current and power loops
 Independent circulating current

Upper arm PWM

loop
 Algorithm to balance capacitors

lower arm PWM

Simulation results
 Second harmonic in
I circ

V out

I out

circulating current
 Trade off between
second harmonic
current losses and
switching

 Circulating current limited
I circ

 Smooth output waveform
 Low switching frequency

V out

I out

CONCLUSIONS
Back to back solutions offer the capability to interconnect HVDC grids. By using this solution with an MMC topology
one can also achieve a DC fault clearance mechanism to a certain degree.
Ja.maanon@alumnos.upm.es
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Towards faster evolvable hardware solutions
Javier Mora
Summary. Evolvable hardware based on dynamic partial reconfiguration usually requires long training times in order
to achieve an acceptable solution, typically taking several minutes or even hours. Novel reconfiguration techniques
and better implementations of evolvable architectures allow for extremely short evolution times, finding a solution in
a few seconds.

FORMER IMPLEMENTATION
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
 128×128 image noise filter
 Based on systolic array
 Uses evolutionary algorithm

Reference

 One 8×7 Systolic Array
 5 CLBs per processing element
 Both logic and interconnections are reconfigured
 Not optimized for fine-grain reconfiguration
 Fixed library of 16 functions (synthesized individually)

Input data

Input data

Result

Filter

EVOLVE

Input

DETAILS

SYSTOLIC ARRAY

Output
data

BENCHMARK
 Filter speed: 100 MHz
 Reconfiguration speed: 100 MHz
 About 2000 candidates evaluated per second
 Whole evolution (1 000 000 candidates) in 500 seconds

Processing
element
(PE)

Fitness

Compare

(more than 8 minutes)

 Average output–reference error: 71 000 (lower is better)

NEW IMPLEMENTATION
DETAILS
1
3

2

BENCHMARK

 Eight 8×8 Systolic Arrays (also tested two 16×16)
 2 CLBs per processing element

4

 Filter speed: 300 MHz
(up to 500 MHz with only 2 arrays)

 Reconfiguration speed: 200 MHz
 About 70 000 candidates

(the arrays use a 16% of the FPGA slices)

5

6

 Only logic (LUTs) reconfigured
 Optimized for fine-grain reconfiguration
 Same 16 functions (using a common basic circuit)

7

8

(can easily be extended with similar functions)

evaluated per second

 New evolutionary algorithm
allows achieving the same result
with fewer evaluations

 Improved evolutionary algorithm
(8 parallel evolutions, periodically removing worst)

 Whole evolution (260 000 candidates)

NEW PROCESSING ELEMENT DESIGN

 Output–reference error: 41 000

in less than 4 seconds
(below 70 000 in less than 1 second)

carry

N
W

LUT
1

C
A
R
R
Y

sum

sum/2

N
W
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2

×8

Virtex 5 LX110T

E
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S
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CONCLUSIONS
The candidate evaluation has been sped up by about 30 times. Additionally, an improved evolutionary algorithm
allows obtaining better results with the same amount of candidates, further reducing the evolution time, which is now
more than 100 times shorter and with far better results.
javier.morad@upm.es
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GPU Face Detection & Recognition in CUDA
oriented to implementation on Embedded Systems
Santiago Muñoz
Summary. Face detection and recognition are two separate cascaded tasks that allow to identify people directly from a
video source. Face detection is a very resource intensive task, requiring a big amount of computational power to
achieve a fast execution speed. The rise of parallel computing is interesting for these algorithms but the increase of
available computing power comes with new challenges as performance bottleneck shifts to efficient use of resources.
An embedded-system-friendly paralellization that overcomes these new problems has been developed.

Algorithms and bottlenecks
Face Detection

Adaptation

GPGPU Execution model
 GPGPU stands for General

Face Recognition

Purpose Graphic Processing Unit.
 The power of the GPU is used to
massively parallelize repetitive tasks.
 The programmer selects what to
outsource to the GPU and how the
parallelization is going to be made.

Face Detection: Viola-Jones Method
 Calculate the position of possibly present faces in an input image
Input Image

Cascade
Classifier

Faces present!
Positions X-Y, x-y
Sizes D, d

Face Recognition: Eigenfaces

The Problem: Work Starvation

 Given a new face, calculate the most likely identity from a database
Dimensionality
Reduction

Input Face
Ref Database

 The size of each computation unit is unknown
 This leads to overloaded and to inactive cores
 With the traditional approach, the GPU becomes

Matches Found!
Subjects is ID1

PCA Classifier

slower than the CPU

A new computation strategy to overcome work starvation
Main features

 Goal: Make all processing elements work equally
 Achieved by inserting a light overhead on the GPU side

 Streamlined integral image computation
 Scaling by down/upsampling
 Persistent kernel execution model
 Work-rebalancing overhead
 No floating-point operation

Experimental results
 GPU performs faster than CPU, but only if work

Detection

Recognition

Text

starvation is addressed.
 Acceleration is better in the recognition side
due to the more regular computational load.
 Adaptation to embedded-system constraints
has a negative, but low impact on performance.

1700x1300

CONCLUSIONS
The Viola-Jones method performs poorly on parallel systems due to workload unbalance. Our re-interpretation of the algorithm and
efficient allocation of resources solves this problem and allows to achieve high levels of acceleration on first generation CUDA GPUs,
matching state-of-the-art performance reports. This face detection and recognition implementation complies with embedded system
design constraints such as the lack of floating-point operations, allowing for a faster porting to on-going SoC implementation.
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Task-level and data-level parallelism: the ARTICo3 approach using
memory-mapped or dataflow-based multithreaded accelerators

Alfonso Rodríguez and David Gozalo
Summary – A Model of Computation is a set of operational elements that can be composed to describe de behavior
of an application. The ARTICo3 architecture currently supports a CUDA-like MoC, in which parallelism is explicitly
specified at two different levels in the application code: data level (threads) and task level (kernels). This parallelism
is exploited taking advantage of dedicated memory-mapped hardware accelerators. The next step involves adding
support for the dataflow MoC, with intrinsic task-level parallelism (actors), by exchanging memory maps for FIFOs.

ARTICo3 Architecture
 Bus-based virtual architecture for SRAM-based FPGAs
 Slot-based reconfigurable region
 Features:
Optimized DMA data transfers
 Hardware-redundant modes with parallel data accesses
 High-performance modes with cascaded data accesses
 Fault-tolerant execution by means of embedded voters
 Data reduction engine with MAC-like implementation
 Dynamic resource management


 Solution scope:
Computation
 Dependability
 Low power


Models of Computation
CUDA-like MoC

Dataflow MoC

 Kernel: program sections with explicit data-level parallelism
 Thread: execution unit
 Thread block: group of threads with data dependencies

Thread Block
Mem

Thread Block

time

time

 Overlapped execution of thread blocks
 Parallel execution of threads in a thread block
 Memory-mapped execution (address map)
 Transparent scalability based on independent thread blocks
Thread Block

 Concurrent execution of actors as hardware accelerators
 Sequential execution inside each actor
 FIFO channels to exchange data tokens
 Data-driven execution
 Untimed MoC: allows concurrent execution
HW Accelerator

HW Accelerator

In

Out

In

Out

FIFO

FIFO

FIFO

FIFO

modify
Mem

Mem

Thread Block

 Task-level parallelism at kernel level
 Data-level parallelism at thread level

 Actor: process with inputs, outputs, functionality and state

Mem

Dataflow accelerator
(sequential execution)

Enhanced dataflow accelerator
(data-level parallelism)

 Task-level parallelism at actor level
 Data-level parallelism not explicit → needs to be improved

Text

CONCLUSIONS
The dataflow MoC only defines task-level parallelism, since it is an intrinsic characteristic of the approach: actors do
not depend on each other, but on the availability of input tokens in the FIFOs, which fires their actions. Hence,
ARTICo3 may implement the dataflow approach by adding some modifications in order to fully support data-level
parallelism, making use of multithreaded hardware accelerators that exchange data using FIFO channels.
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Run-Time Dynamically Adaptable FPGA-based Architecture
for High-Performance Autonomous Distributed Systems
Juan Valverde, César Castañares
Summary. Cyber-Physical Systems need to handle increasingly complex tasks, which additionally, may have variable operating
conditions over time. Therefore, dynamic resource management to adapt systems to different needs is required. In this work, a
new bus-based architecture, called ARTICo3, which by means of Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration, allows the replication of
hardware tasks to support module redundancy, multi-thread operation or dual-rail solutions for side-channel attack protection, is
presented. A configuration-aware data transaction unit permits data dispatching to more than one module in parallel, or provide
coalesced data dispatching among different units to maximize the advantages of burst transactions. The selection of a given
configuration is application independent but context-aware, which may be achieved by the combination of a multi-thread model
similar to the CUDA kernel model specification, combined with a dynamic thread/task/kernel scheduler.

ARTICo3 Architecture










Dynamic Resource Management based on Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration (DPR).
Trade-off solution scope among Computation, Dependability and Low Power.
Acceleration: CUDA-like execution model for parallel and concurrent processing.
Fault tolerance: HW redundancy, Voting (DMR & TMR).
Protection Against Side-Channel Attacks.
Low Power: HW acceleration, distributed processing.
Use of resources transparent to Host Code.
Bus-based Virtual Architecture.
Usable in any SRAM-based FPGA platform.
View of the internal architecture

ARTICo3 Virtual Architecture

Experimental Results for AES256 and Median Filter
Kernels

Theoretical Solution Scope. Tradeoff Solutions
Transaction & Operation Modes

HiReCookie Node








Modular Platform divided in four different layers: Power Supply,
Communications, Sensors and Processing.
Processing layer based on a Spartan 6 LX150 Xilinx FPGA.
Design divided in 8 Power Islands to reduce energy consumption and
increase Fault Tolerance.
ATtiny 2313 external µC to control Low Power modes.
Communication modules available: WI-FI, Ethernet, Zigbee.
Dynamic, Partial and Remote Reconfiguration capabilities.
Tested Applications: Face Recognition, evolutionary algorithms, etc.

CONCLUSIONS
Textof computing acceleration, confidentiality, fault tolerance or priority for a task are widely known and have been applied to
The concepts
computing, as well as being addressed many times for research, but in most cases as isolated objectives. However, this work shows that
the replication of modules, together with an adequate and efficient provision of data between accelerators and memories, can serve all
these purposes finding trade-off solutions to optimise the use of resources. Acceleration with parallel or concurrent execution of
threads is a well-studied model of computation, and there are tools and models, like CUDA, which may be used as a common
specification entry point for GPU platforms as well as for this type of HW accelerated architectures. The ARTICo3 architecture permits
the implementation of a parallel kernel invocation method, which would launch parallel thread-blocks, each one with different
parallelizable threads, in a variable number of accelerators as they are progressively being reconfigured. Dynamic security and
dependability levels are also possible by means of DPR.
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Adaptive Reconfigurable Voting for an Enhanced
Reliability in Medium-Grained Fault Tolerant Architectures
Filip Veljković
Summary. The impact of SRAM-based FPGAs is constantly growing in aerospace industry despite the fact that their volatile configuration
memory is highly susceptible to radiation effects. Therefore, strong fault-handling mechanisms have to be developed in order to protect the
design and make it capable of fighting against both soft and permanent errors. Here presented is a fully reconfigurable coarse- and mediumgrained TMR architecture which forms part of a runtime adaptive on-board processor (OBP). Fault mitigation is extended to the voting
mechanism by applying our reconfiguration methodology not only to domain replicas but also to the voter itself. The proposed approach takes
advantage of adaptive configuration placement and the modular property of the OBP, thus allowing on-line creation of different mediumgrained TMRs and selection of their granularity level. Consequently, it is able to narrow down the fault-affected area and thus make the error
recovery process faster and less power consuming. The conventional hardware based voting is complemented by an ICAP-based one in order
to additionally strengthen the reconfigurable intermediate voting. In addition, the implementation methodology ensures using only one
memory footprint for all voters and their voting adaptations thus saving storing resources in expensive rad-hard memories..

Runtime Adaptive Fault-Tolerant On-board Processor
Reconfigurable Part of the Architecture
Static Part of the Architecture

Conventional Approach

Conventional Protection - Redundancy
 Double

Modular Redundancy

 Triple

Modular Redundancy

Scalable Approach

Adaptive Reconfigurable Voting Partition
 Implemented
Voting Partition
 1 CLB column wide
 Reconfigurable
 Relocatable

 Reconfigurable System
Evaluation Platform

Coarse-grained Reconfigurable TMR

Medium-grained Reconfigurable TMR

CONCLUSIONS
A reconfigurable voting mechanism able to adapt during runtime to different modes of operation and different types of configured fault
tolerant structures is presented. A single memory footprint can be used for the insertion of voting partitions between scalable modules thus
creating fully reconfigurable medium-grained redundancy structures. The design can take advantage of both coarse- and medium-grained
redundancies using conventional and scalable partial configurations. Results show that when the voting is performed over smaller, scalable
modules the robustness of the entire design is increased. The methodology performed in our runtime adaptable DVB-OBP can be applied to
any other design with modular properties.
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Evolvable hardware for brain computer interfaces
Ramón Conejo– Pablo Iglesias – Carlos Correa
Summary. In this project we are attempting to develop an autonomous Brain Computer Interface between an
acquisition data helmet and a reconfigurable FPGA. This way we could carry out any response software from any
electrical brain activity.

Digital Signal Processing
Reconfiguration Hardware
Acquiring Electric Neuronal Data
 For data collection , we will use the passive electrodes that come with the board of OpenBCI , which
are assembled to version 2 of the helmet they developed(see picture1), to ensure their fixation and
this way minimize noise in the acquired signal . Two electrodes will be placed in the front area (area
of thoughts) , two in the parietal area ( motor area ) , two in the occipital region ( alpha waves ) and
the remaining two are the reference and the ground which are normally situated in ears (see picture
2).
 This way it is possible to record the amount of electrical activity of the cortex through the
implementation of an electroencephalogram ( EEG) , which allow us to measure the potential
difference between the electrode and the reference , or the difference in potential between two
electrodes , so that we acquire the activity of a specific area.

Analyzing Neuronal Time Series Data
We use different techniques for considering the results of our experiments:
 Frequency slice: These plots are most useful when no or little time-varying changes in the frequency
characteristics are expected, such as in a resting state or a sleep stage.
 Time slice: In this slice, one frequency band is selected, and activity at that frequency band is plotted over
time.
 There are other techniques that we could use in further researches in order to achieve other goals. Same
of them are: Time-Frequency Slice or Space Slice.

Develop Re-Configurable Control System
 Finally, acquiring and analyzing system are

implemented in a re-configurable
hardware , reprogrammable FPGA capable of high amount of data compute. It lets
using the fastest sampling rate of the ADS1299 (4kHz).
 With the use of evolutionary algorithms, BCI’s can adapt to most users in order to
detect specific cerebral patterns and associate them with commands that can be
outputted to external devices.
 This way you can create a portable BCI having less consumption rate and increased
efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS
Combining the previous technology with evolutionary software in the field of neurology results in many applications. One of the
main objectives of this research is to develop a self-evolving BCI whose behaviour is based on comparing multiple users
responses. In other terms, a system that evolves collectively.
This proposal is aimed to be part of the Explora-Ciencia&Tecnología project COBRA.
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Wireless Power Transmission
R.Cañas & D.Sánchez
Summary. Wireless Power Tansmission of energy (WPT) is the transmission of energy using electromagnetic
fields without wires. WPT can be implement both in far filed (radiative) or near field (non radiative)
electromagnetic field conditions. In this project both WPT options are being studied and compared. For far field
transmission an array of patch antennas and an array of patch rectennas at the S. Band (2.45 GHz) are being
developed. For the near field – far field study a couple of resonant Small Loop Antennas are being developed.

Far Field Transmission

Output DC Power vs DC Load

Source Pull optimization

 Design of an efficient system of wireless energy transmission at 2.45 GHz.
 Computer-aided study to calculate optimal source and load impedances.
 Source-Pull measurements to validate simulated results
 Patch array antenna for transmission and patch array rectenna for reception.
Basic block diagram

Near Field Transmission (Magnetic Loop Antenna)
c

c
 Small loop antennas have a constant current distribution along their conductor.
 Loop antennas can be used both for near field and far field transmission.
 The resonant devices are tuned to the same or near frequencies.
 Capacitor connected across the windings to make two coupled LC circuits.
 Three antennas systems under analysis and study.

Text

TX

Tuned loop antenna coupling

RX

CONCLUSION
WPT is being studied and tested in all the electromagnetic field regions: far, near and middle range. In far field
(radiative) conditions, antenna and rectenna patch arrays are being used at the S band (microwaves). Resonant
loop antennas are being studied both for near and middle field power transmission at the HF band.
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High-Current and Low-Voltage Power Supplies for the
XFEL Superconducting Magnets
José María Fernández
Summary. Design, prototype, manufacture and test of 240 Power Supplies with 10V/50A DC/DC Power Converters
to supply 17 bit precision current to the Vertical and Horizontal Correctors Superconducting Magnets into the 4km
long European X-Ray Free-electron Laser tunnel located at DESY research facility in Hamburg, Germany.

The European XFEL Project
 Smaller, faster, more intense: The European XFEL will open up areas of research that were previously
inaccessible. Using the X-ray flashes of the European XFEL, scientists will be able to map the atomic details of
viruses, decipher the molecular composition of cells, take three-dimensional images of the Nano-world, film
chemical reactions, and study processes such as those occurring deep inside planets.

The Power Supply

Mechanical Design

Block Diagram

Power Converter Topology

 Current-doubler
 Bipolar output.
 Two redundant converters, able to

 Custom enclosing has been designed
based in previous designs.

provide rated power, working in
parallel.
 Usual operation: free-wheeling ≈ 0V @
50A.
 DESY’s control board operated.

Automatic Test Bench

Series Production

rectifier
saves
transformer losses when running at
almost 0V.
 Bipolar synchronous rectification (4
MOSFETs).
 Planar transformer allows parasitic
elements
control
and
ensures
repeatability.

Quality Control during Manufacturing

 240

Power Supplies are to be
manufactured
via public Call for Tender.
Text

CONCLUSIONS
A redundant DC/DC Power Converter able to supply current with 17 bit precision to Superconducting Magnets has been developed,
together with the housing, meeting all the specifications such as performance, size and compatibility with a given control board. Several
protections have been integrated and tested. After the EMC compliance testing, the series production has been launched. A computer
program has been developed to automatically perform and report the tests of each power supply.
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DC smart nanogrids for local power distribution:
modelling and control
Airán Francés
Summary. The need to update the current power distribution system is becoming more evident as the technology
evolves. Smart grids offer improvements in efficiency, reliability, controllability or power quality, among others.
Nonetheless, the most important feature of this technology is the stable integration of distributed renewable sources
all over the grid, together with energy storage systems in order to take the most out of this new scenario.

Modelling
A key aspect in the designing process of power converter based systems is to have models able to simulate
their behavior under different conditions (i.e. with active or constant power loads) and, more importantly, the
interactions between them. This is especially relevant considering the well-known destabilizing effects of
connecting DC converters in a cascade fashion.

Black-box modelling
Linear model

Wiener-Hammerstein model

Polytopic model

These models are suitable for linear
or mildly non-linear models. They
can offer useful information around
the operating point. The Gparameters model is often used for
these black-box linear models.

Regulated DC/DC converters are
often non-linear systems. This
model consist of a static model that
includes
the
non-linearities,
together with linear models to
include de input and output
dynamics.

Systems with strong non-linearities
can be modelled by an integration of
linear models. The complexity of the
model depends on the linearity of
the system that can be partitioned
as needed.

u

Input
Linear
dynamic

Non-Linear
static
behavior

Output
Linear
dynamic

y

Control
One of the main goals of the smart grids is to integrate an efficient control of its units both individually and as
a system. The grid must be able to work connected to the grid. However, in case of failure, it should be capable
of detecting it and start working in islanded mode. The control is envisioned to be designed in three levels and
in a scalable fashion, so the different nanogrids can be connected to become a microgrid and so on.

Control levels
Primary level
 Optimizes power distribution and
assures stability. Voltage droop.

Electrical scheme of power
supplies working in parallel

Text

General voltage droop
controller

Secondary level
 Maintains the electrical levels within
the nanogrid inside the limits

Tertiary level
 Controls the power exchanges between
the nanogrid and the upper level.

Bus voltage restoration control loop

CONCLUSIONS
Power electronic distribution systems normally consist of the integration of commercial devices. Designers often have
to deal with the lack of details about their internal architecture due to confidentiality reasons. In this context, blackbox models become a very valuable asset for system level engineers. Additionally, accurate models are essential in
order to test and improve new control systems to maximize the benefits that smart grids can offer, while ensuring a
stable behavior in all possible situations
airan.frances@upm.es/cei@upm.es
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DC smart nanogrids for local power distribution:
architectures and buses
K. Martín, D.G. Lamar, A. Vázquez, J. Sebastián

Summary: The need for integration of renewable DC native distributed generation and local energy storage systems
favors the use of a DC distribution grid at home. As typical loads have shifted from AC lighting and motors to DC high
power appliances and low power LED lighting and consumer electronics, a two bus architecture is proposed. This
solution simplifies the implementation of a Smart Grid approach and a sectored subgrid, enhancing grid stability
and optimizing energy flows and consumption.

Motivation
•
•
•
•
•

Local renewable sources
Distributed DC energy storage systems
Increase of DC native loads
Smart grid operation
Efficient energy consumption

•
•
•
•
•

Hierarchical sectored subgrids
Simplifies central utility controls
Simple energy flow
Enhanced grid stability
Need for a DC architecture standard

Proposed solution

The number of accessible DC buses must be limited
Users may have trouble with to many incompatible buses
Wall sockets have to be installed accordingly

Energy Control Center (ECC)
Controls its subgrid
Communication with adjacent levels
n-ECC interphases with 3ϕ mains
Centralized power factor correction

380VDC distribution bus

Supplies high power appliances
Connection point for high power
renewable sources and batteries

Extra safe low voltage DC bus
Several independent picogrids
Supplies lighting and consumer
electronics
May have small storage and/or
generation
Bus voltage yet to be determined

PHEV charger: independent picogrid

Fig. 1. Proposed architecture for a DC smart nanogrid in a small house

Text

CONCLUSIONS
A smart, clearly sectored DC nanogrid is presented, with different picogrids supply some parts of it based on
expected power consumption and equipment needs. Seamless integration of distributed generation and local
energy storages system is achieved, both at upper level nanogrid and lower level picogrids. Low voltage DC bus
voltage and power levels are yet to be defined based on existing and emerging standards and recommendations.
martinkevin@uniovi.es/Universidad de Oviedo
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CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR HIGH SPEED BRUSHLESS
DE-EXCITATION SYSTEM (HSBDS)
Fernando Pascual Martín
In the synchronous brushless machines the excitation is controlled by secondary machine called exciter. If a fault
occurs, it is necessary to extinguish as fast as possible the current in the primary machine rotor in order to cancel
the magnetic field/flux. Due to the system implementation, the diode bridge enters in a free-wheeling mode and
the rotor current decreases with the rotor time constant. The proposed solution reduces the time constant by
means of introducing a resistor in series during the demagnetization transient.
Exciter :




Circuit :

Rotor:

Vin: Up to 600V
Self Powered
8 outputs
Generation of 15V, -15V, 5V
 Adaptive Digital Filtering

Machine Cost ≈ 300 K€
Power : 200 KVA

Va
Up to 2000 A
ROTATING PARTS

+

P. A.

Master

Vb

Vin (+)
Vin (-)

Vd

Uf_exc

Vc

-

If_exc

Generator:
Resistor:

Power Modules:
Electrical features:
Continuos current: 250 A
Peak current: 800 A
Peak voltage: 1500V
Vpower:+/- 15 V




SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST
with HSBDS

U
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1s

5s

0
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I
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0

w/o HSBDS

U
(KV)
3

3

0

Machine Cost ≈ 3M€
 Power : 20 MVA


Non linear
resistor .
Depends on
the stored
energy.

1.2

1s

-1.2

5s

0

-1.2

 The figures show the comparison of a short-circuit in a real generator of 20 MW.
 Adding the system the energy delivered in the windings is significantly lower.

 The voltage of the machine is cutted faster
 This time depends on the rotor current.

CONCLUSIONS
An electronic system to protect a brushless electrical machine has been developed. This system is connected
in an autonomous way in the rotor without any external connection. This system allows a 10-times-faster
turn-off of the machine that reduce drastically the damage that a short-circuit in the stator may cause.
F.pascualm@alumnos.upm.es Fernando Pascual Martín CEIUPM
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Google Little Box Challenge
Helena Cristóbal / Víctor Cordón / Carlos Ucha
OUTPUT

INPUT

Volume breakdown

COMPETITION

Heat Sink

OBJECTIVE:
Designing and building
the smallest power
inverter ever invented.

Four critical issues:

No limits!!

AC ENERGY STORAGE

Input
Energy DC

Electromagnetic compliance.
Thermal management.

The other half cycle
you need that surplus
energy.

Losses
reduction

WBG
SiC or GaN

400V

Si

Current

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPLIANCE

GaN

100

Multiphase

The device must
comply with FCC
Part 15B

80
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60

40

Reduce EMI filter
(if needed)

•Single Phase Converter
o10 Phases Interleaved Converter
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0
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Frequency (Hz)

THERMAL MANAGEMENT
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TEMPERATURE
60ºC

Optimum

Losses

4

Biggest components
of the inverter

This energy is stored
in capacitors

HIGH FREQUENCY SWITCHING POWER CONVERSION

Si

3

High freq. switching conversion.

During half cycle the
energy supplied is
bigger than required.

Output
Energy AC

2

AC energy storage.

Losses

1

1
2
3
4

Heat
dissipation
Heat
generation

Volume

↓ Volume

↑Temperature
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WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER FOR MEDICAL
APLICATIONS
MARÍA GONZÁLEZ & MIGUEL GIFFORD
Summary. Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) consists in transferring energy between circuits without cables connecting
them. The transference of energy is carried out through the magnetic field between two or three coils inductively
coupled. Our project tries to improve patients lives, making it much easier to charge the batteries from pacemakers.
Our idea is to decrease the times of surgery avoiding infections or diseases. The process is very simple while the
patient is resting or watching TV on the sofa we couple the coil inside the body with the secondary coil, the distance
between the coils is about 30 cm. The energy that we need to transfer is very low (10 µW), which allow us to have low
efficiencies without having a high input voltage.

SIMULATIONS
1. Input values in Fast Henry (using finites element analysis):

3. Setting U2=1 V, we use Matlab to evaluate
currents and voltages depending on the number
of turns:

2. Results provided by FastHenry:
Distancia(mm) Frecuencia(Hz)
300
M(ohm)
5.29E-04

500000

L1(µH)

L2(µH)

1.703

0.069

R1(ohm) R2(ohm)
0.37

0.02

Cp(nF)

Cs(nF)

59.49

1469.58

N1

N2
1
50
1
20
1

U1ef (V)
I1ef (A)
U2ef (V)
1 690.1642
1889.13
1 690.1644 37.78259
50 13.96516 38.22497
1 690.1643 94.45648
20 34.66498 94.88531

I2ef (A)
1
1
1
1
1

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

FIRST RESULTS
A first prototype has been designed without a load on the
secondary winding in order to evaluate the effects of the
magnetic field on real cells.
From this experiment we expect to:

 Stablish an adequate level of magnetic field that doesn’t
damage cells.
 Improve our current design.
Next steps

 Probing new models

 Introducing electronic components  Evaluating the optimal distance and input values

CONCLUSIONS
The next step in our work is to validate experimentally all the results from the simulations apart from developing
optimization methods for the efficiency like the resonator between the coils.
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AUTOMATIC SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING
SYSTEM USING LWIR CAMERAS
KHALIFA BELLAZI
Border monitoring plays a key role in the national defence. Currently, in most of the border monitoring systems using the video monitoring
technology protect the homeland requires a solution that provides an automated, wide-area surveillance capability to predict, deter, detect,
track, identify, classify, respond to and resolve incursions.
The traditional border surveillance systems suffer from intensive human involvement.
Recently, unmanned border patrol systems employ high-tech devices, such as unmanned aerial vehicles,
unattended ground sensors, and surveillance towers equipped with camera sensors. However, any single
technique can cause inextricable problems such as high false alarm rate, 90% of the alerts are caused by
animals or environment.
The project will develop solutions for intelligent surveillance of borders that is able to detect, track, localize
and classify moving targets. Video surveillance systems with automated tracking and alerting mechanism

The system architecture of Border Surveillance
1.

2.
3.
4.

The underground sensors in the lower layer are resource-constrained, low-power scalar
sensors, which perform simple tasks such as taking seismic/vibration measurements and
sending the information to data sink or processing
The false alarm rate of the underground sensors is considerably high.
The multimedia sensors are resource-rich, high-power devices with higher processing
ability and larger communication range
These components are also used as local processing hubs. The multimedia sensors are
responsible for more complex tasks such as collecting the sensing reports from the
underground sensors, detecting possible intrusion according to the sensing reports as well
as the local image/video information.
• The false alarm rate of the underground sensors can be significantly reduced.
After the surveillance towers confirm intrusion detection,

Detecting a target using Long Wave Infrared camera
Thermal imaging cameras are one of the most effective tools for surveillance because they work equally well in the day and night. A regular
CCTV camera is limited by its need for light, and night vision doesn't work during the day.
The system will be contain long wave infrared capture by an interlaced gray-level infrared camera in 8-12 μm range.
The camera will be mounted on a moving platform that produces a global motion in the sequences.
The system logically divides into three parts: detection , tracking and Classification
These modules were designed to support classification of the following categories: vehicle, animal, human, group of people and others

Motion detection, Background subtraction algorithm, real time, Matlab/ Simulink
The aim is to capture real time motion detection , and scan continuously for any intrusion (object) on the border. using Matlab/simulink
Input
Sensor Data

Preprocessing

Detection

Noise removal
Image Stabilization

Moving Target
Detection
Using Temporal
difference

Tracking

Classification
Classification
vehicle, animal,
human

Video monitoring,
Object detection

CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of the surveillance system is to use as few camera streams as possible, to avoid possible redundancy in the multimedia data,
while still providing the necessary event coverage by increase the accuracy of automatic surveillance systems.
The idea is to use wireless sensor networks to create a virtual fence consisting of a large number underground sensors and few cameras.
Consider a WSN based border surveillance system consisting of motion detectors (underground sensors) and LWIR cameras.
If intruders cross the border, a motion detector send trigger to the base station.
Then base station will process the sensing report collected from sensors including position of the area of attack. Then camera will be activated
by the base station.
The camera is moving in the direction of the attack site with suspicious events. Check if there are suspicious events in the border
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In-situ simulation techniques for optimazing the
deployment and configuration of WSNs
Alejandro García
Summary
The main objective of this project is to develop an in-situ simulation tool which allows users to dynamically configure
the transmission power of the sensor nodes based on a mathematical simulation model in combination with
experimental parameters, in order to have a general view of the network connectivity as well as optimize the position
and wireless coverage of the nodes. This tool is included within the scope of the European WSN-DPCM project which
will address large-scale WSN applications by developing an integrated platform comprising a middleware and a
development tool, a planning tool and a commissioning & maintenance tool.

RSSI based simulation model
Simulation model equation
A simulation model based on the radio
signal strength has been deeply studied.
𝑹𝑺𝑺𝑰 𝒅 = 𝑹𝑺𝑺𝑰 𝒅𝟎 − 𝟏𝟎 · 𝒏 · 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎

Experimental parameters, results and validation
Experimental values are needed to customize the equation for the Cookie platform,
so more than 900 outdoor free-space tests have been realized, obtaining a set of
reference values for the improved model.

𝒅
𝒅𝟎

Pt (dBm)

 RSSI: Radio Signal Strength Indicator
 d: distance between nodes
 d0: reference distance
 n: transmission factor

d lim (m)
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Dynamic transmission power configuration

RSSI lim
(dBm)
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-10

30

-15
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Trying to reduce the consumption of the network without penalizing the reliability of the communication links, novel algorithms for
optimizing the power configuration of the nodes have been developed, based on application requirements and design constraints.

Homogeneous power

Individual power

Limit power

 The whole network is configured with the same power  Every single node is set with an individual power  Nodes are set at the minimum possible power
 All the nodes are connected, at least, by one path
 All the nodes are connected, at least, by one path  All the nodes are connected by only one path
 Best power consumption but worst stability
 Stable and redundant configurations in ‘mesh-nets’  Power consumption is reduced in ‘tree-nets’
Estability

Energy saving

In-situ comparison and reconfiguration
A simulated connectivity matrix is built with the estimated RSSI value and the transmission power configured, and the user is able
to compare it with the real results obtained after the deployment process.

 In-situ

 A general overview of the simulated

solutions
and
nodes’
reconfiguration are offered when big
differences or errors occurred.
 JSON based reports with detailed
information are also generated in
order to analyze them off-line

and real results is offered in terms of
connectivity matrix.
 Graphical comparison between real
and estimated values is given over a
map.

Text

CONCLUSIONS
A complete tool has been proposed for simulating and configuring the deployment of a wireless sensor network in
terms of radio connectivity and transmission power configuration, offering users Android graphical interfaces to
realize this process in-situ and updating any configuration parameter in real-time after comparing real and simulated
values.
alejandrogarcia.agj@gmail.com
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Novel Optimization Algorithms for Efficiently Deploying Wireless
Sensor Networks, within the Context of Smart Cities
F.J. Gordillo
Summary. In this work a set of Optimization Algorithms is presented for efficiently deploying a WSN, while
guaranteeing cohesion of the network by following one of the proposed Deploying Strategies. This methodology
attempts to fill a lack of proposals within the field of deployment techniques of the WSN development, despite the
wide state of the art about WSN planning methods. Furthermore, these algorithms have been integrated into an infield toolset, thus they employ simulated connectivity information based on on-site data models. As an application of
this novel tool, a real demonstrator based on a smart parking and involving Web Services has been designed.

DEPLOYMENT METHODOLOGY
DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES
‘Node by node’ strategy ‘Critical nodes’ strategy
The deployer must visit every node’s position
 For every node, a neighbor discovering process
and a configuration task between neighbors must
be carried out by the deployer
 Best results in simulation for most algorithms


It requires a previous node-positioning task
 The deployer must visit only some nodes’ positions
 The discovering and configuration tasks are carried
out in a more efficient way
 It locates those ‘critical’ nodes for the deployment,
which is really helpful for future maintenance tasks


OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
SWAP-BASED ALGORITHM (SA)

GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA)
 Mimics

biological evolution
 Generally offers suboptimal solutions in
terms of energy consumption
 High computational efficiency
 ‘Evolves’ an initial random set of solutions
 Selection  Mutation
Genetic
Operations  Crossover  Replacement

 Based

on permutation operations
 Offers always the optimal solution in terms of
energy consumption
 Very low computational efficiency
 Requires n! operations for a n-size network
 Checks

every possible solution
 Recommended only for small-scale WSNs

 Recommended for different WSN scales

CLUSTERING ALGORITHM (CA)
 Based

on a tree of routes
 Detects closed loops to form groups
 Divides the problem in smaller parts
 A modified GA to optimize each group
 Modularizes the deployment tasks
 Allows parallel work to be done
 Recommended for networks with certain morphology

RESULTS
 Best

combinations:
 GA with ‘Node by node’
 CA with ‘Critical nodes’
 SA with ‘Node by node’

SMART PARKING DEMONSTRATOR
Users


Mobile App

Parking Server

External Server
ETSII Parking

Database

Text




Users’ data
Reservations

PARKING SERVER
Provides a RESTful Web Service
 Uses JSON format for data
exchange
 Manages database
 Periodically requests nodes’ data to
the External Server
 Filters nodes’ data reception


MOBILE APP
Based on Google Maps API
 Shows state of every place
 Allows user to book a place
 Exchanges reservations data
with Server
 Periodically updates information
via Web Service interface


CONCLUSIONS
The Optimization Algorithms, along with the Deployment Strategies proposed, have shown promising results on the simulations,
especially in the case of the Genetic Algorithm; and the Clustering Algorithm has shown a great potential when it comes to divide the
deployment task for parallel and modular work. The effect of each type of consumption has also been analyzed, concluding that
consumption of nodes in ‘stand-by mode’ can represent up to 50% of the energy spent during the deployment. This is the reason why the
‘Critical nodes’ strategy gets worse results despite the lower number of operations needed, though great advantages in long term.
The applicability of the toolset developed has been tested within the smart parking demonstrator and the results have been satisfactory.
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HW/SW-based Commissioning Toolset and Framework for
Deploying, Debugging and Optimizing Wireless Sensor Networks

G. Mujica
Summary. In this work a novel on-site toolset-based architecture for tackling the main challenges of deploying and commissioning
large scale WSN-based systems is proposed, by addressing the integration of in-situ optimization algorithms in combination with
runtime diagnosis and testing strategies to analyze the performance of real deployments. This approach is one of the fundamental
parts of the WSN-DPCM European Project (Development, Panning, Commissioning and Maintenance Toolset).

WSN-DPCM Toolset – Multi-Domain Architecture
 Integrated Engineering Toolset for expert
and non-expert users focused on providing
a complete platform for quick system
design and allowing the use of
heterogeneous wireless technologies.

•
•
•
•

Monitoring-Environment Requirements
Location/installation constrains.
Architecture.
•
Costs – User constrains.
•
•
•
•

HW Development.
FW/SW Development.
System architecture assembly.
Simulation/testing.
Configuration.

•
•
•
•
•

System deployment & configuration.
In-field testing/debugging.
Performance evaluation.
Network Diagnosis.
Reprogramming - tuning.

 WSN-based System implementation from
the specification stage up to the final
operation of the designed application.

Designing
Developing
Testing

Specification
Requirements

CMT Hand-Held Device

•
•
•
•
•

Deployment Release.
Remote monitoring.
System supervision.
Maintenance.
Network Diagnosis.

Deployment
Commissioning
In-field Testing

Operation
Maintenance

 Two main interaction levels: Planning/Development models (CMT-Server
interfaces) & in-situ WSN-HW/SW implementation (Low-level and MW interfaces).

 Integration of the AndroidOS-based Device capabilities with the modular
For experts and non-experts users focused on in-field deployment,
debugging and maintenance of the wireless network, providing a
complete feedback to the DPCM platform, in order to refine
network setups and models.

architecture of the Cookie HW-SW support platform.
CMT - Server

AndroidOS Device
HH Application & User
Support Services
Middleware

C&M Tool

Internet

On-site WSN Analysis & Optimization

Server Interface

 New strategies for deploying Wireless Sensor nodes targeting long-term
WSN

efficiency regarding reliability of the communications as well as network
operability and maintainability.

Network Services

 Based on the network/deployment input models, an efficient on-site

HW Management
Controllers

Deployer

deployment & commissioning mechanism is proposed based on runtime
optimization algorithms and diagnosis/debugging components.

WSN Node
WSN Application

HW-SW Support
Platform

MW

MW

WSN Node

Deployment model
+ Connectivity Matrix
Generation

HW-SW Support
Platform

Automatic Guidance
Testing Process

WSN Protocol
WSN Protocol

CMT - HHD

Experimental Test Cases

 Real

WSN
deployment
assessment in outdoor scenarios

 MAC/Routing layers’ implementations and comparisons.
 Energy efficient-based optimization of the network performance.

Network
distribution setup
Geo-positioning

Deployment
Optimization
System

Method 1

Method 2

Deployment
Sequence
Identification

Method n..

Deployment algorithms

CONCLUSIONS
The main capabilities of this novel deployment toolset have been put in context
by analyzing experimental outdoor scenarios from different abstraction levels,
and with various types of planning constraints and network topology models,
so the in-field debugging and optimization process was carried out by making
use of the platform architecture as well as its functional flow and feedback.
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EnviGuard Port: Communications for Real-Time
Aquatic Environment Monitorization
S. Muñoz & I. Potti
Summary. The EnviGuard Platform is a reliable real-time tool for the monitoring of man-made chemicals and
biohazards in seas and/or oceans and aquacultural environments. The tool is intended to serve as an early warning
system. A modular structure comprised of several sensor modules is connected to a common interface called
EnviGuard Port ,being developed at CEI, that manages the sensors and transmits the acquired data over the Internet to
a common server where it can be accessed in real time through a website.

Structure of the EnviGuard Platform
 On-site sensor modules take measurements of Algae, Pathogen and
Chemicals.
 Data are stored locally and sent over the internet to a SQL Database.
 Interaction can be possible on-site and remotely via web connection.
 A modular approach allows the user to install only those sensors
needed for each particular application, saving energy.

EnviGuard Port
 The EnviGuard Port serves as a communication interface between
sensors and end-users via Ethernet, RS232 or GSM.
 The Control Unit is implemented using the Cookie platform.
 Real-Time is a key requirement of the Control Unit.
 Auxiliary local storage will be done within the Port via SD Card in
case communications become temporarily unavailable.

Real-Time Monitoring and Control

New Cookies for Communications and Processing

The EnviGuard Port runs under FreeRTOS and follows a scheme
inspired by dataflow computation methods.

 Blocks work independently,
sharing µP time.
 Internal communications are
handled by FIFOs.
 The presence of new
elements on a block input
FIFO triggers functionality
from sleep mode.
 This saves time and the need
for centralized control.

 Modularity and adaptability are key.

Text

The Cookie platform is expanded with two new layers
 ARM Cortex-M3 Based processing slice.
 GPRS/GPS slice allows to achieve the main objective
which is to develop a real-time tool.
o GPRS allows communication from isolate
places.
o GPS provides real time and accurate position
references.

+
 All Hardware is reusable

CONCLUSIONS
Cookies are being used for the design of the EnviGuard Port. This leads to the development of a new GPRS/GPS communication and an
ARM-based processing layer plus I/O expansions, further expanding the modular functionality of the platform. Dataflow computation
methods and FreeRTOS are being used to produce a low-power, real-time control interface. The modular design of the system will ease
the reusability of both the hardware and software developed for this project in the future.
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